
 
 
 
 

 

European Commission 
Directorate-General for Competition 
Consultation on general block exemption (HT 364) 
State Aid Registry 
B-1049 Brussels 
 

8 October 2007 
 

Dear Sirs 
 
Draft Commission Regulation on the application of Articles 87 and 88 of the EC 
Treaty declaring certain categories of aid compatible with the common market 
 
I am responding on behalf of the UK steel industry to the formal invitation to submit 
comments on the above draft regulation, as published in Official Journal C210 of 8th 
September 2007. 
 
Our only comment relates to Article 1 paragraph 3 (e), which states that the 
Regulation will only apply to the steel sector in the case of environmental aid, 
training aid and aid for disadvantaged and disabled workers.  In other words, 
research and development aid for the steel industry would not be block exempted.  
This would change the status quo regarding the relative treatment of steel and 
competing materials sectors. 
 
When the ECSC Treaty expired in 2002, the decision was taken by the Commission 
and Council that the steel sector should become subject to the same general rules 
on state aid as other sectors, with the exception or regional aid and aid for rescue 
and restructuring.  This decision has been given effect in the block exemption on 
regional aid (Article 1.2 (d)), the guidelines on national regional aid (paragraph 8) 
and the guidelines on rescue and restructuring aid (paragraph 18).  Specifically, for 
the past five years, steel has been treated identically to other sectors in respect of 
aid for research and development.  
 
If in future steel undertakings could only receive R&D aid under block exempted 
national programmes (or individual aid that conformed with the block exemption) 
after obtaining Commission approval, this would discriminate against the steel sector 
compared with competing sectors which were not subject to the same constraints.  
At the very least, it would result in less timely aid approvals and disbursement.  It 
would also complicate the administration of R&D aid schemes for national 
administrations. 
 
We first raised this concern with the Commission in the context of an earlier draft 
(see email to Harold Nyssens of 8th May 2007).  At that time it was also proposed to 
give discriminatory treatment to steel in respect of environmental aid.  We are 
pleased that this has now been rectified in the current draft.  Nevertheless, we can 
not understand the continuing discrimination regarding aid for research and 
development.
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We therefore propose that the existing paragraph 3(e) should be deleted from Article 
1, and replaced with a new paragraph stating simply that the Regulation will not 
apply to the steel sector in respect to regional aid. 
 
Yours faithfully 

 
Ian Rodgers 
Director, UK Steel 
 
Direct line: +44 (0)20 7654 1519 
irodgers@eef.org.uk 
 
 


